
My chosen artefact was the insulated box for the transport of donor kidneys. To develop 
ideas and further stimulus for research, I began by looking into the history and politics of 
organ donation. The Red Market: On the Trail of the World’s Organ Brokers, Bone 
Thieves, Blood Farmers and Child Traffickers, an investigation into the global ‘body 
business’, giving insight into the fluctuations in organ value and the need for replacement 
body parts by examining ‘the red market’, the illegal human tissue market, proved 
extremely useful in gauging the value of human tissue; ‘both of my kidneys function 
properly, and my heart runs at a steady clip of eighty-seven beats per minute. All in, I 
figure I’m worth about $250,000.’ The placing of a monetary value on human parts led me 
to explore the idea of value itself. At this early stage in the development of my final piece I 
decided that I would focus my work on the imaginable future of a legal and regulated 
synthetic organ market.

I looked into the Marxist notion of Commodity Fetishism, which I discovered to be the 
belief that buyable items hold an intrinsic value which is not related to its exchange value,  
to help hypothesise a future in which organ sale is legal and explored the Use-Value vs 
Exchange Value idea to comprehend the current pricing of human tissue and compare this 
to what the pricing would be if there was a commercialisation of organ sale. If society were 
to turn organs into commodities (‘an object for use that is produced for sale’) and fetishise 
these pieces of human tissue as they do animal tissue (or ‘meat’) their use-value would be 
infinite; they give life. This was useful in developing my final piece as it enabled me to 
research further into the way advertising and branding might play a role in my concept of 
the mass produced organ.

During the materials section of MMM, I looked into the physical properties of the artefact. 
Researching the specifications of the transport box, I discovered that any tissue 
transported for donation on the NHS had to be surrounded by ice packs. The shape and 
size of the box instantly reminded me of a McDonalds Happy Meal box and both the organ 
box and Happy Meal Box contain flesh which is destined for transfer into another body, via 
consumption or implantation. The visual correlation I made incited me to look into the art of 
the object, so I read The Object to explore the key shapes in mass production and the 
universalisation of certain forms. I felt these discoveries were key in developing the 
structure for my final piece and the introduction of the idea of a huge corporation such as 
McDonalds complimented my thoughts into the possible commercialisation and business 
of the human organ.

An artist I looked into for performance eating and consumption was Janine Antoni. In 
Gnaw, a work in which a block of chocolate and a block of lard is gnawed by the artist, the 
body is used as an artists’ tool in arduous and repetitive motions. I felt this type of 
movement was something I would try to create in my own work as it provided the viewer 
with a sense of struggle and labour, echoing Marx’s notion of ‘Labour Power’.  I found the 
Lipstick/Phenlethylamine Display section of Gnaw in which the gnawed-off bits of 
chocolate and lard are used to cast heart-shaped boxes containing lipsticks cast from 
gnawed-off lard, particularly interesting as I found some comparisons between this and my 
project. Phenylethylamine is produced in the brain of a person in love and is also found in 
chocolate; the idea that you can consume an organic compound which, according to the 
scientific research surrounding it, increases motivation and enhances mood, linked back to 
the concept of an infinite use-value.

To explore this practically, I decided to buy a Happy Meal and freeze it in ice to reflect the 
way in which organs are preserved in transport boxes. I chose to colour the ice red to 
imitate blood and then gnawed and bit into the ice around the burger to reveal the mushy 



and mutilated Happy Meal cheeseburger within. Filming this practical research was 
intended purely for documentation purposes however after looking at the film produced, I 
made the decision to edit the the piece to music and chose ‘I’m Lovin’ It’ by Justin 
Timberlake, the song which inspired the McDonalds slogan and a key branding segment, 
as my backing track. During the editing of this video it became visually apparent that while 
eating the blood-covered burger, my mouth would end up stained red, much like the 
McDonalds mascot, Ronald McDonald. I could not ignore this factor and felt it should be 
utilised and explored further.

At this stage in the development of my piece, I was certain that the form it would take 
would be film, playing on the idea of the readily available and mass produced human 
organ for sale. The film would explore the advertising techniques of McDonalds but show a 
more gruesome and defected truth.

In the media section of MMM, I worked with Audacity and Hex Editor to Glitch pictures and 
film. This introduction into hacking media gave me some skills to produce the desired 
effect of my final piece. The stuttering and repetition in the video hints at a broken and 
damaged view. The advertising techniques employed by McDonalds and other giant fast 
food companies, in which the perfect and ideal version of the food item is shown has been 
widely exposed. My glitching edit hinted at the more realistic encounter of the products, as 
if the mask showing the sleek airbrushed had been cracked and the object behind the 
mask was leaking out.

During the movement part of the MMM project, I practically explored my physical control of 
my own organs. It became clear to me that unlike limbs and my extremities,I had little 
concept of the placement and pliancy of my internal organs. An exercise in which we 
attempted to move our lungs and maintain stillness of the surrounding body parts 
highlighted the difficulty I have in really comprehending the mass of tissue which resides 
inside the body. While the movement sessions were useful in discovering my own organs, 
I concluded pretty early on that my final piece would not involve the body in motion.
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